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Google Android 作为开发平台，管理端基于 SSH 框架，以 Eclipse 作为开发工具，





















In recent years, the catering industry in China is developing rapidly. However, at 
present, most of the restaurants are still working in manual way of operation, people 
cannot adapt to the new period of humanization and efficient service to the catering 
industry. At the same time, with the rapid development of wireless Internet 
technology and the growing popularity of the intelligent mobile terminal, the android 
system is widely used in particular, and is quietly changing every aspect of people's 
life, and provides technical support for the restaurant industry informatization.  
Based on the above analysis, to provide consumers with the perspective of high 
efficiency, high quality dining services, combined with the practical application, the 
dissertation designs and implements one mobile ordering system based on Android. 
According to different user principals, the system is divided into customer terminal 
system, the server terminal system and administrator subsystem.  
Following the waterfall model of software engineering, this dissertation 
described the analysis, design and implementation process of the system in detail. 
Specific analysis is as follows: first of all the mobile ordering system research 
background, research and application status of domestic and foreign relevant system 
are analyzed; Then the feasibility analysis and system requirements analysis of the 
business were carried on, then the client and server functions were established; Next, 
from overall architecture, logical architecture, technical architecture and network 
topology architecture of the system architecture of profile design, based on the idea of 
modularization, establish the system functional division, and detailed database design; 
In the system implementation phase, the client uses the Google Android as a 
development platform, the management platform based on SSH framework, with 
Eclipse as a development tool, use Java language development; Finally, the ordering 
system were tested, and the results are analyzed.  
Through the research and development of this system, now the system put into 
trial operation. The realization of wireless ordering system based on Android has 
achieved the original intention of improving operational efficiency. It not only has 
won the acceptance of the restaurant staff, and the novel visual experience of in the 
customer at the same time, further enhance the brand image of the restaurant, 
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言，餐饮业的无线点餐系统主要是基于 Wince、Android 平台的 Pad、IOS 的 
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